
Until 31 March 2020

Amanpuri Exclusives
Unique retreats, journeys and adventures with Amanpuri

Amanpuri is a private, luxury, paradisal hideaway looking out over the Andaman Sea. Thai-styled Pavilions and Villas are

discretely spaced across a grove of coconut palms and at the foot of Pansea Beach.

.

Discover Amanpuri

23 April to 15 December 2019

For stays of 3 nights and above, in a Pavilion or Villa: 

Daily breakfast, daily 3-course dinner at the Lounge, Thai 

or Italian restaurant

One sunset drink from a curated cocktail list

One 60-minute Thai or Oriental massage

Return airport transfers

For stay of 5 to 6 nights in a Villa, in addition to the above 

inclusions: 

Daily 2-course lunch at the Lounge, Thai or Italian 

restaurant

For stay of 7 nights in a Villa, in addition to the above 

inclusions: 

7th night complimentary

Supplement per night of $300 USD for the 3rd adult, $75 USD for children                                 
aged between 6 -11 . Meals excludes beverages, NAMA, BBQ and special events.  

Undiscovered Amanpuri

1 February to 22 April 2019

Minimum 3-night stay

23 April to 15 December 2019:

Minimum 2-night stay

Daily breakfast

Daily group movement classes, Thai afternoon tea, 

non-motorized water sports, gym, tennis court and 

steam room

This exclusive is valid for new bookings only, is subject to availability and is not
combinable with any other exclusive unless specified. The exclusive requires a
minimum length of stay. Valid for Pavilions and Garden Pavilions categories only
from 1 February to 22 April 2019 and all categories from 23 April to 15 Dec 2019.
Deposit and booking modifications as per Amanpuri’s standard terms. Airport
transfers are chargeable. Supplement of USD 180++ for the 3rd adult , $20 USD++
per child per night (3-11 years old). Maximum 2 children per room.. Daily
movement class as per resort schedule.
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Weight Management & Transformation

For those seeking to not only shift weight, but also

dispel its root causes, the programme is designed to

help you optimise your weight in a holistic manner

through diet, movement and mind-body practices.

Every meal, whether raw, liquid or cooked, is

nutritionally aligned to your needs, removing stress and

inflammatory markers to promote an internal

environment adaptive to self- healing and change.

Detox & Cleansing

For those seeking to purify the body, refresh the mind, 

and promote a long and healthy life, this Immersion 

eases the way by naturally stimulating the 

detoxification pathways of the body, removing the 

obstacles to wellness created by emotional eating, bad 

habits and high-stress lifestyles. Treatments 

concentrate on clearing toxicity, draining the lymph, 

and releasing tension to relax and renew the body and 

mind.

Mindfulness & Stress Management

Combining therapies and practices that calm external

stimuli, this Immersion aims to shift focus inward to

heighten self-awareness, imbue a deep sense of peace

and relaxation, and develop the skills for managing a

stressful lifestyle with a calm spirit and focused mind.

The practices of meditation, yoga and reflection are

combined with modalities that encourage inner healing

(cranial sacral therapy, reconnective healing and Reiki),

those that purify (exfoliation) and those that calm the

central nervous system (massage)
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Kingdoms of Discovery

Minimum 6-night journey

3 nights at Amanpuri and 3 nights at Amansara

$100 USD spa credit at each resort 

Complimentary room upgrade

Early check-in and late check-out

Return Airport transfers

This exclusive is subject to availability and is combinable with other
Amansara/Amanpuri exclusive offers. Aman reserves the right to withdraw this
exclusive at any time with 48 hours' notice. Cancellations and payments as per
property standard terms. Benefits are non-transferable and non-exchangeable.
Spa credit has to be used in individual resorts and cannot be transferred to
another participating resort. Room upgrade to the next room category available at
check-in. (excluding villas at Amanpuri). Early check-in and late check-out is
subject to availability at check-in.

Individual Wellness Immersions
Three Pathways to Transformation

Designed to promote profound change with the support
of a diverse wellness team and a dedicated wellness
chef, these carefully calibrated programmes aim to
gently steer you onto a new path making full use of the
resort’s extensive wellness facilities. Whether you seek
to shift unwanted weight and its emotional root causes,
deep cleanse your entire system or manage stress,
Amanpuri’s three Original Immersion experiences
ensure palpable results and a deep sense of inner peace
and happiness.


